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Astrophysical ‘Noise’

•Magnetic Activity Cycles (years)

S.Borgniet et al.: Using the Sun to estimate Earth-like planets detection capabilities.

Fig. 8. From top to bottom: Spot, facula, convection and total contribution to the RV time series, reconstructed from observations
(black; same activity pattern as in Paper II) and simulated with our model (red). Left: RV time series (dots). The timescale is the one
from Paper II. For the convection and total contributions, the RV time series averaged over 30 days are also displayed (solid line),
with an offset for better visibility.Middle: Rms of the RV over 30-day intervals. Right: histograms of the RVs.

time series to be in very good agreement for the spot and fac-
ula time series, with very similar histograms. As for the RV time
series corresponding to the convective component, it is closely
related to the facula filling factor (with a Pearson correlation co-
efficient of 0.97) and widely dominates the total RV signal, as
in Paper II. The main visible difference comes from the activ-
ity peak at around JD 2452200-2452400 in the RV reconstructed
from observations, which is not echoed in the simulated RV. We
already discussed the origin of this difference in Sect. 2.3. In
the low activity period, the averaged amplitude of the simulated
convection time series is about 20% higher than for the observed
one (see Table 3). We attribute this small discrepancy to the ex-

cess of very small bright features in the model that we discuss
Sect 2.3.

To have a better understanding of the RV signature of our
simulated activity pattern, we also display the RV rms computed
over 30-day intervals over the cycle in Fig. 8. This gives an idea
of the temporal evolution of the RV time series dispersion. We
find the evolution of the RV dispersion during the solar cycle to
be in good agreement for the observed and simulated time series.
We also provide the RV rms for the different components taken
over the complete cycle and for low and high activity periods in
Table 2, and the RV amplitudes in Table 3. The low and high
activity periods are the same as in Paper II. We note that:
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Astrophysical ‘Noise’

•Magnetic Activity Cycles (years)

•Starspots, Faculae (days)

•Stellar Oscillations (minutes)

Image credit: Kiepenheuer Institute for Solar Physics (KIS) 
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Fig. 8. From top to bottom: Spot, facula, convection and total contribution to the RV time series, reconstructed from observations
(black; same activity pattern as in Paper II) and simulated with our model (red). Left: RV time series (dots). The timescale is the one
from Paper II. For the convection and total contributions, the RV time series averaged over 30 days are also displayed (solid line),
with an offset for better visibility.Middle: Rms of the RV over 30-day intervals. Right: histograms of the RVs.

time series to be in very good agreement for the spot and fac-
ula time series, with very similar histograms. As for the RV time
series corresponding to the convective component, it is closely
related to the facula filling factor (with a Pearson correlation co-
efficient of 0.97) and widely dominates the total RV signal, as
in Paper II. The main visible difference comes from the activ-
ity peak at around JD 2452200-2452400 in the RV reconstructed
from observations, which is not echoed in the simulated RV. We
already discussed the origin of this difference in Sect. 2.3. In
the low activity period, the averaged amplitude of the simulated
convection time series is about 20% higher than for the observed
one (see Table 3). We attribute this small discrepancy to the ex-

cess of very small bright features in the model that we discuss
Sect 2.3.

To have a better understanding of the RV signature of our
simulated activity pattern, we also display the RV rms computed
over 30-day intervals over the cycle in Fig. 8. This gives an idea
of the temporal evolution of the RV time series dispersion. We
find the evolution of the RV dispersion during the solar cycle to
be in good agreement for the observed and simulated time series.
We also provide the RV rms for the different components taken
over the complete cycle and for low and high activity periods in
Table 2, and the RV amplitudes in Table 3. The low and high
activity periods are the same as in Paper II. We note that:
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X-ray flare could have 2 possible effects: 
• Increase of X-ray energy input 
• Variations in stellar wind properties

Slide: D. Ehrenreich Movies: NASA



A dearth of close-in, intermediate-mass planets

(A)

(B)

Lecavelier (2007) • Penz et al. (2008) • Davis & Wheatley (2009) • Ehrenreich & Désert (2011)   
Owen & Jackson (2012) • Lopez et al. (2012) • Beauté & Nesvorný (2013) • Mazeh et al. (2016)

hot jupiters

warm neptunes

hot & warm super-earths

Earth-size planets

Unfiltered set of transiting exoplanets as of Feb 2017 
exoplanets.eu

Slide: D. Ehrenreich 



ice mantle/volatile envelope
thin atmosphere
hydrogen/helium envelope

solid core (rocks+metals)

(A)
(B)

Atmospheric “evaporation”

Evaporation

Slide: D. Ehrenreich 



Lyα photons

X/EUV photons

Exospheric cloud

Lower atmosphere

Thermosphere

Stellar 
corona

stellar wind

• Tremendous X/UV energy deposited in atmospheres of close-in planets
• Leads to expansion & hydrodynamical thermal escape of exospheres
•Escaping atoms (hydrogen) repelled & ionised, sculpting large envelopes

Evaporation

Slide: D. Ehrenreich 



exoplanets.orgexoplanets.org

Warm Neptune GJ436b 
Kulow+2014, Ehrenreich+2015 

Lavie+2017

Hot Jupiter HD209458b 
Vidal-Madjar+ 2003

Warm Jupiter 55 Cnc b 
Ehrenreich+ 2012

Hot Jupiter HD189733b 
Lecavelier+ 2010Hot Jupiter WASP12b 

Fossati+ 2010

Stellar irradiation and close-in planets

Slide: V. Bourrier

Lavie et al. 2017 
Ehrenreich et al. 2015



exoplanets.orgexoplanets.org

Role of evaporation supported by many theoretical studies  
(eg Lopez et al. 2012, Jin et al. 2014, Kurokawa & Nakamoto 2014, Owen & Wu 2017)

Lack of hot super-Earths 
e.g. Lundkvist+2016  

Irradiation > 650 times the Earth 
Radius : 2.2 – 3.8 Rearth 

Ultra-short period planets 
Small rocky planets, periods < 1 day

Stellar irradiation and close-in planets

Slide: V. Bourrier

Desert of sub-Jupiter size planets 
e.g. Lecavelier+2007, Davis & Wheatley 2009 

  

Orbital periods < 3 days 
Radius : 3 – 10 Rearth 

Two populations of small planets 
Fulton+ 2017  

R < 1.5 Rearth and R = 2–3  Rearth

Evaporation remnants ? 
e.g. 55 Cnc e, Corot-7b, 

Kepler-10 b

How Planetary Properties and Stellar Irradiation Set Atmospheric Structure
-Thomas Beatty

Using Disintegrating Planets to Study Planetary Interior Composition
-Eva Bodman



•Stellar properties impact planet properties
•Stellar surface phenomena alter RVs and LCs

•Impacts planet detection/confirmation/characterisation 
•Need to diagnose stellar noise and disentangle

•Stars can alter close-in planets and vice versa

Know thy star, know thy planet

Summary…

H. M. Cegla

•…but exoplanet observations feed the other way



•Stellar properties impact planet properties
•Stellar surface phenomena alter RVs and LCs

•Impacts planet detection/confirmation/characterisation 
•Need to diagnose stellar noise and disentangle

•Stars can alter close-in planets and vice versa

Know thy star

Summary…

H. M. Cegla

know thy planet
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Figure 3. Kepler observations of transits of HAT-P-11. Based on data from quarters 0, 1, and 2. The best-fitting model curves are shown as thin gray lines. Red squares
are points that are suspected of being strongly affected by spot-crossing events and were assigned zero weight in the fitting procedure.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
System Parameters of HAT-P-11

Parameter Value Uncertainty

Transit ephemeris
Reference epoch (BJDTDB) 2454957.812464 0.000022
Orbital period (days) 4.8878049 0.0000013

Transit parameters
Planet-to-star radius ratio, Rp/R⋆ 0.05862 0.00026
Transit duration (days) 0.09795 0.00006
Transit ingress or egress duration (days) 0.00550 0.00007
Linear limb-darkening coefficient, u1 0.599 0.015
Quadratic limb-darkening coefficient, u2 0.073 0.016
Transit impact parameter, b 0.132 0.045
Scaled semimajor axis, a/R⋆ 15.6 1.5

Notes. Based on a Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis of the 26 Kepler
light curves, with uniform priors on (Rp/R⋆)2, the transit duration, and the
ingress/egress duration, and Gaussian priors on the eccentricity parameters
e cos ω = 0.201 ± 0.049 and e sin ω = 0.051 ± 0.092. The quoted values and
uncertainties are based on the 15.65%, 50%, and 84.35% levels of the cumulative
distributions of the marginalized posteriors.

is as follows. If the stellar obliquity were zero (ψ = 0), then
the transit chord would correspond to a certain fixed range of
latitudes in the reference frame of the star. In that case, after
a given spot-crossing anomaly that same spot would advance

along the transit chord due to stellar rotation and future spot-
crossing events could be predicted and sought out in the data.
For HAT-P-11, a spot-crossing anomaly observed in the first
half of the transit would recur at a later phase of the next transit.
This is because the orbital period (4.9 days) is shorter than half
a rotation, the time it takes for the spot to cross the visible
stellar hemisphere. The underlying assumption is that the spot
does not move significantly or fade into undetectability within
4.9 days, but that assumption seems justified (for large spots at
least) given the observed coherence of the light curve over four
rotations (see Figure 2).

No such recurrence is seen in the Kepler data, leading to the
conclusion that the star’s spin axis is misaligned with the planet’s
orbital axis. Figure 4 shows two of the clearest examples of a
pair of transits where one spot-crossing anomaly was seen and
the other corresponding anomaly that would be predicted for
perfect spin–orbit alignment is missing. Many other examples
are evident in Figure 3.

4.2. Evidence for Spin–Orbit Misalignment

Winn et al. (2010b) suggested that even for ψ ̸= 0, the recur-
rence of spot-crossing anomalies could be observed and used
to constrain the stellar obliquity and the stellar rotation period.
However, such recurrences require the spots to last for one or
more full rotation periods, as opposed to one-sixth of a rotation
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Figure 3. Kepler observations of transits of HAT-P-11. Based on data from quarters 0, 1, and 2. The best-fitting model curves are shown as thin gray lines. Red squares
are points that are suspected of being strongly affected by spot-crossing events and were assigned zero weight in the fitting procedure.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
System Parameters of HAT-P-11

Parameter Value Uncertainty

Transit ephemeris
Reference epoch (BJDTDB) 2454957.812464 0.000022
Orbital period (days) 4.8878049 0.0000013

Transit parameters
Planet-to-star radius ratio, Rp/R⋆ 0.05862 0.00026
Transit duration (days) 0.09795 0.00006
Transit ingress or egress duration (days) 0.00550 0.00007
Linear limb-darkening coefficient, u1 0.599 0.015
Quadratic limb-darkening coefficient, u2 0.073 0.016
Transit impact parameter, b 0.132 0.045
Scaled semimajor axis, a/R⋆ 15.6 1.5

Notes. Based on a Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis of the 26 Kepler
light curves, with uniform priors on (Rp/R⋆)2, the transit duration, and the
ingress/egress duration, and Gaussian priors on the eccentricity parameters
e cos ω = 0.201 ± 0.049 and e sin ω = 0.051 ± 0.092. The quoted values and
uncertainties are based on the 15.65%, 50%, and 84.35% levels of the cumulative
distributions of the marginalized posteriors.

is as follows. If the stellar obliquity were zero (ψ = 0), then
the transit chord would correspond to a certain fixed range of
latitudes in the reference frame of the star. In that case, after
a given spot-crossing anomaly that same spot would advance

along the transit chord due to stellar rotation and future spot-
crossing events could be predicted and sought out in the data.
For HAT-P-11, a spot-crossing anomaly observed in the first
half of the transit would recur at a later phase of the next transit.
This is because the orbital period (4.9 days) is shorter than half
a rotation, the time it takes for the spot to cross the visible
stellar hemisphere. The underlying assumption is that the spot
does not move significantly or fade into undetectability within
4.9 days, but that assumption seems justified (for large spots at
least) given the observed coherence of the light curve over four
rotations (see Figure 2).

No such recurrence is seen in the Kepler data, leading to the
conclusion that the star’s spin axis is misaligned with the planet’s
orbital axis. Figure 4 shows two of the clearest examples of a
pair of transits where one spot-crossing anomaly was seen and
the other corresponding anomaly that would be predicted for
perfect spin–orbit alignment is missing. Many other examples
are evident in Figure 3.

4.2. Evidence for Spin–Orbit Misalignment

Winn et al. (2010b) suggested that even for ψ ̸= 0, the recur-
rence of spot-crossing anomalies could be observed and used
to constrain the stellar obliquity and the stellar rotation period.
However, such recurrences require the spots to last for one or
more full rotation periods, as opposed to one-sixth of a rotation
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Figure 4. Evidence for spin–orbit misalignment. Shown are two examples of
pairs of consecutive transits where one spot-crossing anomaly was observed, and
if ψ were zero, there would have been a corresponding spot-crossing anomaly
detected in the other transit. No such correspondence was observed in the time
series considered in this paper. The black dots are data points and the red lines
are best-fitting models including a circular spot with a lower intensity than the
surrounding photosphere. For epochs 4 and 15, two curves for the expected spot
signal are plotted (solid and dotted), corresponding to extremes in the range of
rotation periods from 27.3 to 34.6 days.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

period, and they also require the rotation period to be a nearly
exact multiple of the orbital period. This latter condition may or
may not be the case for HAT-P-11 and is a priori unlikely. Given
the uncertainty in the rotation period, the ratio of rotation to or-
bital periods is between 5.6 and 7.1. Indeed, we could establish
no firm correspondence between multiple pairs of spot events.

However, there is a regularity in the pattern of anomalies
that we did not anticipate, although perhaps we should have.
Figure 5 shows the residuals between the data and the best-
fitting transit model, as a function of time relative to the nearest
mid-transit time. The spot-crossing anomalies are manifested
as large positive residuals. They do not occur at random phases
of the transit, but rather at two specific phases: approximately
−0.010 and 0.025 days relative to mid-transit. One might
initially interpret this as evidence for two long-lived spots on the
star, with each bump representing the intersection of one spot’s
stellar latitude with the transit chord. However, in that situation
one would observe at most two anomalies per rotation period,
and more likely fewer, unless the orbital and rotational periods
were nearly commensurate. In reality, we observed at least
25 anomalies over four rotation periods. There are evidently
many different spots on HAT-P-11 and they are clustered at two
particular stellar latitudes.

If spots appeared with equal probability at any latitude, one
would expect to see a nearly uniform distribution of outliers
in Figure 5, except near the ingress and egress where limb
darkening and geometrical foreshortening would make some
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Figure 5. Differences between the data and the best-fitting transit model, as a
function of transit phase. Data from all 26 transits are plotted. Spot-crossing
anomalies (the large positive residuals) appear preferentially at two particular
phases. These phases are not symmetrically placed with respect to the transit
midpoint.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

spots undetectable. Likewise, if ψ = 0, then a nearly uniform
distribution of residuals would be observed even if the spots
were clustered in latitude (again, unless there were some
near-commensurability between rotational and orbital periods).
Therefore, since the data exhibit two particular peaks, we
conclude that the system is misaligned and that the starspots
occur preferentially at certain “active latitudes.”

The phenomenon of active latitudes is a familiar one from
solar astronomy, which is why we wrote above that we should
have anticipated this result. Carrington (1858) and Spörer (1874)
found that over the course of the Sun’s 11 year activity cycle,
the mean latitude of sunspots is sharply defined for any few-
month interval and undergoes a gradual shift from high latitudes
to the equator. This spatial regularity of the cycle is sometimes
called the Spörer law. The famous “butterfly diagram” (Maunder
1904), in which sunspot latitude is charted against time, can be
regarded as a graphical depiction of this law. The regions where
sunspots are abundant are well described as relatively narrow
bands centered on two particular latitudes placed symmetrically
with respect to the solar equator. Early in a cycle, spots appear
at latitudes up to 40◦. As the cycle progresses, new sunspots
appear at increasingly lower latitudes, with the last sunspots of
a cycle lying close to the equator (Solanki 2003).

4.3. Geometric Model

For a quantitative analysis of the spot-crossing anomalies,
we fitted each anomaly with a simple triangular model with
three parameters, the height (A = the amplitude of the anomaly
in relative flux units), the width (τ = total duration), and the
midpoint (t0 = the time of the event):

F (t) =
!

A − 2A

τ
|t − t0| |t − t0| < τ/2

0 |t − t0| ! τ/2.
(1)

Table 2 gives the best-fitting values of the model parameters for
each anomaly. As a measure of statistical significance, the ∆χ2

between a no-spot model and the spot model is also given for
each event. All the chosen anomalies have ∆χ2 exceeding 50.

Next we used a simple geometric model to constrain the spin
orientation of the star as well as the locations and widths of
the active zones. The premise of the model is that each of the
two features seen in Figure 5 represents an intersection between
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Figure 4. Evidence for spin–orbit misalignment. Shown are two examples of
pairs of consecutive transits where one spot-crossing anomaly was observed, and
if ψ were zero, there would have been a corresponding spot-crossing anomaly
detected in the other transit. No such correspondence was observed in the time
series considered in this paper. The black dots are data points and the red lines
are best-fitting models including a circular spot with a lower intensity than the
surrounding photosphere. For epochs 4 and 15, two curves for the expected spot
signal are plotted (solid and dotted), corresponding to extremes in the range of
rotation periods from 27.3 to 34.6 days.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

period, and they also require the rotation period to be a nearly
exact multiple of the orbital period. This latter condition may or
may not be the case for HAT-P-11 and is a priori unlikely. Given
the uncertainty in the rotation period, the ratio of rotation to or-
bital periods is between 5.6 and 7.1. Indeed, we could establish
no firm correspondence between multiple pairs of spot events.

However, there is a regularity in the pattern of anomalies
that we did not anticipate, although perhaps we should have.
Figure 5 shows the residuals between the data and the best-
fitting transit model, as a function of time relative to the nearest
mid-transit time. The spot-crossing anomalies are manifested
as large positive residuals. They do not occur at random phases
of the transit, but rather at two specific phases: approximately
−0.010 and 0.025 days relative to mid-transit. One might
initially interpret this as evidence for two long-lived spots on the
star, with each bump representing the intersection of one spot’s
stellar latitude with the transit chord. However, in that situation
one would observe at most two anomalies per rotation period,
and more likely fewer, unless the orbital and rotational periods
were nearly commensurate. In reality, we observed at least
25 anomalies over four rotation periods. There are evidently
many different spots on HAT-P-11 and they are clustered at two
particular stellar latitudes.

If spots appeared with equal probability at any latitude, one
would expect to see a nearly uniform distribution of outliers
in Figure 5, except near the ingress and egress where limb
darkening and geometrical foreshortening would make some
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Figure 5. Differences between the data and the best-fitting transit model, as a
function of transit phase. Data from all 26 transits are plotted. Spot-crossing
anomalies (the large positive residuals) appear preferentially at two particular
phases. These phases are not symmetrically placed with respect to the transit
midpoint.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

spots undetectable. Likewise, if ψ = 0, then a nearly uniform
distribution of residuals would be observed even if the spots
were clustered in latitude (again, unless there were some
near-commensurability between rotational and orbital periods).
Therefore, since the data exhibit two particular peaks, we
conclude that the system is misaligned and that the starspots
occur preferentially at certain “active latitudes.”

The phenomenon of active latitudes is a familiar one from
solar astronomy, which is why we wrote above that we should
have anticipated this result. Carrington (1858) and Spörer (1874)
found that over the course of the Sun’s 11 year activity cycle,
the mean latitude of sunspots is sharply defined for any few-
month interval and undergoes a gradual shift from high latitudes
to the equator. This spatial regularity of the cycle is sometimes
called the Spörer law. The famous “butterfly diagram” (Maunder
1904), in which sunspot latitude is charted against time, can be
regarded as a graphical depiction of this law. The regions where
sunspots are abundant are well described as relatively narrow
bands centered on two particular latitudes placed symmetrically
with respect to the solar equator. Early in a cycle, spots appear
at latitudes up to 40◦. As the cycle progresses, new sunspots
appear at increasingly lower latitudes, with the last sunspots of
a cycle lying close to the equator (Solanki 2003).

4.3. Geometric Model

For a quantitative analysis of the spot-crossing anomalies,
we fitted each anomaly with a simple triangular model with
three parameters, the height (A = the amplitude of the anomaly
in relative flux units), the width (τ = total duration), and the
midpoint (t0 = the time of the event):

F (t) =
!

A − 2A

τ
|t − t0| |t − t0| < τ/2

0 |t − t0| ! τ/2.
(1)

Table 2 gives the best-fitting values of the model parameters for
each anomaly. As a measure of statistical significance, the ∆χ2

between a no-spot model and the spot model is also given for
each event. All the chosen anomalies have ∆χ2 exceeding 50.

Next we used a simple geometric model to constrain the spin
orientation of the star as well as the locations and widths of
the active zones. The premise of the model is that each of the
two features seen in Figure 5 represents an intersection between
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Figure 6. Illustration of the coordinate system. The transit chord is parallel to the x-axis. The region of intersection between the transit chord and an active zone is
described by x, its center, and δx, its width in the x-direction. All distances are expressed in units of the stellar radius.
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Figure 7. Two solutions for the stellar geometry and associated results of parameter estimation. The upper panels represent the double-banded, edge-on solution and
the lower panels represent the single-band, pole-on solution. The left column of panels are sketches of the system, using the most probable values of the parameters.
The central column shows two-dimensional posterior distributions for the stellar orientation parameters λ and is, with solid lines representing the results with a uniform
prior on λ, and gray scales for the results with a two-sided Gaussian prior λ = 103+26

−10 deg based on the RM results of Winn et al. (2010b). The confidence levels are
68.3%, 95%, and 99.73%. The right column shows the posterior distribution for the true spin–orbit angle ψ , again with the solid line representing the result from the
spot analysis alone and the shaded distribution representing the joint results of the spot analysis and the RM measurement.

Next we make use of the measured widths of the spot-anomaly
distributions. Using Equation (5), we may calculate the four
vertices of the intersection region between the transit chord and
the band of active latitudes. We then take the difference between
the maximum and the minimum values of x and divide by two,
a quantity we will call δx. By characterizing the width in this

manner, we are effectively assuming that spots are equally likely
to form anywhere in the range l ± δl. This is computationally
very convenient, but it is in mild contradiction with the Gaussian
distribution we adopted when estimating σ̄1 and σ̄2. For this
reason, we multiply δx by

√
2/π to give the standard deviation

of a Gaussian function that has the same area as a uniform
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Planets as Probes: HD 189733
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Spatially resolved spectroscopy?

Spatially resolved stellar spectroscopy from exoplanet transits is
observationally challenging since planets cover only a 1% of its host
star. Thus, to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of e.g. ~ 100 requires an
original signal-to-noise of ~ 10,000. HD 189733b is selected since it
exhibits the deepest transit among the brighter systems.

Example of observed Fe I line profiles in HD 189733 (Alopex*, K1 V)

The signal-to-noise is increased by averaging many exposures of many similar line profiles. The left panel shows 113 exposures and
their averages of three different Fe I lines in HD 189733 (‘Alopex’*) formed using archive data from the ESO HARPS spectrometer.
At upper right is an averaged spectrum of Alopex (K1 V, Teff~4900 K); lower right a reference spectrum of Arcturus (K0 III, Teff~4300K;
Hinkle et al., 2000). The similarity in spectral type of these two stars enables straightforward line identifications.
*  We refer to HD 189733 as ‘Alopex’ (from the Greek ‘αλεπού’), denoting a fox related to the one that gave name to its constellation of Vulpecula.

How to verify 3-D model atmospheres?

Simulations of 3-dimensional hydrodynamics: Granular structure on a
12,000 K white dwarf (left) and a 3,800 K red giant, computed with
CO5BOLD. The areas differ greatly: 7u7 km2 vs. 23u23 R�2. It has
become possible to model widely different stars, but the observational
means for verifying such simulations remain limited, except for the Sun.

3-D simulations predict line profiles across stellar disks

Synthetic line profiles are computed as spatial and temporal averages over the 3-D simulation. The changing line strengths, widths,
asymmetries and convective wavelength shifts across the stellar disk reflect details of the atmospheric structure. These profiles from
CO5BOLD models of main-sequence stars exemplify center-to-limb differences in line asymmetries. Synthetic profiles for one Fe I
line at O= 620 nm, F = 3 eV, at the successive center-to-limb positions µ = cos T = 1.0, 0.87, 0.59 and 0.21 were normalized to the
local limb darkening. The star HD 189733 (‘Alopex’*) currently under study has a temperature in between these models, Teffa4900 K.

SPATIALLY  RESOLVED  SPECTROSCOPY  ACROSS  
HD189733 (K1 V) USING  EXOPLANET  TRANSITS

MARTIN GUSTAVSSON 1,  DAINIS DRAVINS1,  HANS-GÜNTER LUDWIG 2

1 Lund Observatory,  Box 43,  SE-22100  LUND,  Sweden
2 Zentrum für Astronomie der Universität Heidelberg, Landessternwarte, Königstuhl 12, DE-69117  HEIDELBERG, Germany

Transiting exoplanets successively hide small segments of the stellar disk.

Differential spectroscopy between various transit phases provides spectra of those surface segments that were hidden behind the planet.

3-dimensional hydrodynamics can be studied in center-to-limb variations of line shapes, asymmetries and wavelength shifts.

Ongoing studies of the star HD189733 (‘Alopex’) aim at observing the center-to-limb variation of its photospheric line profiles.

Solar surface granulation in Ca II H  O 396.37 nm wideband.  Observations and image processing by Vasco Henriques; Swedish 1-meter solar telescope on La Palma; Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences

Arcturus (K0 III)

𝑛 = 113 

6027.0 Å

6024.0 Å

6005.5 Å Alopex (K1 V)

Gustavsson, Dravins, Ludwig 2016

Cegla, H. M., et al. 2016b, A&A
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We found, however, that the blur is negligible during the
300 s long exposures of WASP-8b.

We fit the reloaded RM model parameters using the
Metropolis-Hasting Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm detailed in Bourrier et al. (2015) (see also
Tegmark et al. 2004, Ford 2006). An adaptive principal
component analysis is applied so that step jumps take place
in an uncorrelated space, allowing us to better sample the
posterior distributions in the eventuality of non-linear cor-
relations between parameters (Dı́az et al. 2014). Jump pa-
rameters are described in the following sections depending
on the scenario investigated. Except when specified, uni-
form priors were used on all parameters. The system is
analyzed with multiple chains, started at random points in
the parameter space, and with a jump size adjusted to get
an acceptance rate of ⇠25%. We check that all chains con-
verge to the same solution, before thinning them using the
maximum correlation length of all parameters. Finally, the
thinned chains are merged so that the posterior distribu-
tions contain a su�cient number of independent samples.
The best-fit values for the model parameters are set to the
medians of the posterior probability distributions, and their
1� uncertainties are evaluated by taking limits at 34.15% on
either side of the median. We compare the results from the
di↵erent reloaded RM models by calculating the Bayesian
information criterion for the best-fit (there are 42 fitted RV
points).

3.2. Stellar rotation and obliquity results

Before the application of the reloaded RM model, infor-
mation can be retrieved from a visual analysis of the local
RVs series (Fig. 2). The measured velocities decrease with
orbital phase, going from positive to negative values, which
shows that WASP-8b is on a retrograde orbit crossing first
the redshifted regions of the stellar disk (moving away from
the observer) and then its blueshifted regions. Furthermore,
the strong asymmetry with respect to the phase / velocity
origin indicates a significantly misaligned orbit with more
time spent occulting the blueshifted regions.

3.2.1. Solid-body scenario

To go further in the analysis of the system, we first applied
the reloaded RM model assuming a solid-body (SB) rota-
tion for the star. In that case, the absence of di↵erential
rotation leads to a degeneracy between v

eq

and sin i⇤ that
prevents us from determining the exact stellar latitudes
transited by the planet. The two jump parameters of the
MCMC are thus the sky-projected obliquity � and the pro-
jected rotational velocity v

eq

sin i⇤. Their posterior proba-
bility distributions are shown in Fig. A.1, along with their
marginalized 1D distributions that are well represented by
Gaussians and allowed us to derive tight constraints on the
inferred best-fit values (Table 2). The RV model obtained
for these values provides a very good fit to the data (Fig. 2),
and the corresponding system architecture is displayed in
Fig. 3. We note that the residual at phase near -0.005 is sig-
nificantly larger than its uncertainty. It is possible that the
planet occulted a stellar spot during this exposure. However
the planet would have had to be grazing the spot to yield
such an isolated variation in phase, and the amplitude of the
variation is quite large to be caused by a spot (⇠800m s�1).

Fig. 2. Upper panel: Map of the CCF
loc

series, as a func-
tion of orbital phase (in abscissa) and radial velocity in the
stellar rest frame (in ordinate). Colors indicate flux values.
Vertical and horizontal dashed black line indicate respec-
tively the mid-transit time and stellar rest velocity. The
four vertical dashed black lines show the times of the con-
tacts. Note the in-transit CCF

loc

correspond to the average
stellar line profiles from the regions occulted by WASP-
8b across the stellar disk. Middle panel: RVs of the stellar
surface regions occulted by the planet (blue points). The
green curve is the RV model obtained for the obliquity and
rotational velocity in Queloz et al. (2010). The red curve
corresponds to our best-fit for the solid-body rotation case.
Lower panel: Residuals between the measured surface RV
and our best-fit shown in the middle panel.

Furthermore, the exposure does not show similar deviations
to the contrast and FWHM time-series (Fig. 4). Thus, the
outlying RV value could rather be a statistical deviation
and we did not exclude the corresponding exposure from
our analysis.

We then accounted for centre-to-limb convective varia-
tions, including in the model a polynomial law in µ = cos(✓)
(✓ is the center-to-limb angle) for the convective velocities
(CV). It is not possible to detect the constant component
of the CV because it is degenerate with the true stellar rest
velocity in the �

?

measurement of the master-out CCF

DI

,
which was subtracted from the data. The model brightness-
weighted CV integrated over the stellar disc must therefore
equal zero, which implies that the zeroth order coe�cient
of the polynomial law (c

0

) can only be determined by the
higher-order coe�cients, which are added as jump param-
eters to the MCMC. We found that the di↵erence in BIC

4
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disk-integrated CCFs (CCF
DI

), which corresponds to the
light emitted by the entire stellar disk (minus the planet-
occulted regions during the transit). First, the CCF

DI

ob-
tained from the HARPS spectra were shifted in velocity
space, correcting for the star’s Keplerian motion induced
by WASP-8b (using the orbital properties in Table 1). We
do not account for WASP-8c, as it has a long period (4339 d;
Knutson et al. 2014) and induces a negligible reflex motion
on the host star during the ⇠9 h span of the observations
(⇠8 cm s�1). We then separated the CCF

DI

secured out-
side of the transit and those within, using the ephemeris
given in Table 1. CCF

DI

outside of the transit were co-
added to build a single “master-out” CCF

DI

, whose con-
tinuum was normalized to unity. The continuum is defined
as regions farther than 10 km s�1 from the star rest velocity,
that corresponds to �

?

in the barycentric frame. Fitting the
master-out with a Gaussian profile, we found its centroid
at �

?

= -1537.5±5.5m s�1. The first spectrum of the night
was excluded from our analysis because the residuals be-
tween its out-of-transit CCF

DI

and the master-out revealed
a spurious signature, probably caused by twilight illumina-
tion. Using the value obtained for �

?

, all CCF
DI

were then
shifted to the stellar rest frame. Since the HARPS obser-
vations are not calibrated photometrically, each in-transit
CCF

DI

has to be continuum-scaled to reflect the plane-
tary disk absorption. To do this, we used the photometric
light curve fitted to the WASP-south photometry by Queloz
et al. (2010). Since the quadratic limb-darkening coe�cients
were not available in their paper, we retrieved them us-
ing the EXOFAST calculator2 (Eastman et al. 2013) with
Queloz et al. (2010) values3 for T

e↵

, log g and [Fe/H]. We
note that our light curve, calculated with the batman pack-
age (Kreidberg 2015), matches well the one in Queloz et al.
(2010). Finally the local CCF

loc

associated to the planet-
occulted regions were retrieved by subtracting the scaled
in-transit CCF

DI

from the master-out (Fig. 1).

The CCF
loc

resolve spectrally and spatially the pho-
tosphere of the star along the transit chord. They have a
lower continuum flux near the limb of the stellar disk due
to the assumed limb darkening, and the partial occultation
from the planetary disk during ingress/egress (Fig. 1). We
analyzed their shape and its possible variations across the
stellar disk by fitting independent Gaussian profiles to each
CCF

loc

, and deriving their RV centroid, contrast and full
width at half maximum (FWHM). The flux errors assigned
to the CCF

loc

were derived from the standard deviation
in their continuum flux, and the uncertainties on the de-
rived parameters corresponds to the 1� statistical errors
from the Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares minimisation.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the residuals between the CCF

loc

and their fit yield a low dispersion and no particular fea-
tures, showing that the assumption of a Gaussian profile
for the CCF

loc

is satisfactory. Hereafter we exclude from
our analysis exposures for which the CCF

loc

was not de-
tected, or detected with a contrast lower than three times
the dispersion of the residuals in the continuum. This con-
cerns the exposures at orbital phases lower than -0.01 (two

2
http://astroutils.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/

exofast/limbdark.shtml

3 Note that we used the Queloz et al. (2010) Te↵ value for
consistency, but a higher temperature was obtained by Evans
et al. (2016).

Fig. 1. Top panel: Local CCF
loc

profiles (with colors, cho-
sen for viewing ease) and residuals between the out-of-
transit CCF

DI

and the master-out (grey color). Bottom

panel: Residuals between the CCF
loc

profiles and their
Gaussian fits. The dotted black line marks the star rest
velocity.

at ingress) and higher than 0.0095 (three at egress; see the
upper panel in Fig. 2).

3. Analysis of the stellar surface velocity field

3.1. Method

The RV of the planet-occulted regions are displayed in
Fig. 2. They were interpreted using the model developed
by Cegla et al. (2016a), which consists of a single formula
that depends on the planet’s stellar disk position, its sky-
projected obliquity (�), the stellar limb-darkening, the stel-
lar inclination (i⇤), the star’s equatorial rotational velocity
(v

eq

), its di↵erential rotation, and convective velocities. Our
definitions for the coordinate system and angle conventions
are the same as in Cegla et al. (2016a) (see their Figure 3).
The stellar inclination (in 0–180�) is the angle counted pos-
itive from the line-of-sight toward the star spin axis, while
� (in -180–180�) is the angle counted positive from the star
spin axis toward the orbital plane normal, and projected in
the plane of sky. Di↵erent scenarios for the reloaded RM
model are used in Sect. 3.2, depending on whether or not
we account for di↵erential rotation and convective e↵ects.
In each case, the theoretical RV of a planet-occulted re-
gion is calculated as the brightness-weighted average of the
model RVs sampled over a square grid with resolution about
7⇥10�3 the stellar radius (equal to R

p

/31). Contributions
from cells that do not lie beneath the planet are excluded.
Furthermore, because a transiting planet can move signifi-
cantly during the duration of an exposure, the occulted re-
gions should not be modeled by a simple disk. To account
for this blur, we oversample the chord between the planet
position at the beginning and end of each exposure with
a resolution R

p

/20. The final theoretical RV, comparable
to the measured RV, is the brightness-weighted average of
all RVs from the planet grid at every oversampled position.
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λ ≈ -143 ± 2° and
vsini ≈ 1.90 ±  0.05 km/s

‘Reloaded RM’: Wasp-8
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the equator of the star at near the center of the transit.
Incidentally, this is also the time when the local contrast
becomes similar to the contrast of the master-out CCF

DI

(0.5423±9⇥10�4, Fig. 4), which might indicate that the
equatorial bands of the stars contribute the most to the
shape of the disk-integrated CCF.

We note that a polar contrast of 100% is likely unphysi-
cal. However this value is a projection of our gradient model
at the pole, and the variation in contrast e↵ectively ob-
served and fitted actually goes from about 80% to 50%
during the first part of the transit. We also note that our
gradient model does not explain the continuous decrease of
the measured contrast during the last part of the transit.
To yield a linear decrease in contrast along the full transit
chord the simulated star would have to point toward the
observer, so that the planet always occult the same stellar
hemisphere. Yet this is inconsistent with the stellar incli-
nation derived from the RV analysis, which corresponds
to the star pointing away from the observer. Furthermore,
with the star pointing toward us we found that the out-
of-transit contrast was overestimated because the star is
then mostly visible through its polar regions, which have
the deepest line contrast. In conclusion, the measured con-
trast can be explained during most of the transit if the
star points away from the observer and its local contrast
decreases linearly at high stellar latitudes. The situation is
more complex at the end of the transit, when the planet oc-
cults the equatorial bands of the star where the local CCFs
are both shallower and broader (Fig. 4). Further investiga-
tions, beyond the scope of this paper, will be required to
investigate whether Zeeman splitting or photospheric tem-
perature changes could explain these variations.

5. Pitfalls of the velocimetric and tomographic RM
analysis

Neglecting chromatic e↵ects, the occultation of the stellar
disk by the transiting planet decreases the flux in every
part of the disk-integrated CCF

DI

by the same percentage.
In terms of absolute flux, the decrease is thus smaller at
the bottom of the stellar lines than in their continuum, re-
sulting in an apparent (positive) “bump” in the in-transit
CCF

DI

that is maximized at the velocity of the planet-
occulted region. When the planet transits the stellar hemi-
sphere that is rotating towards the observer, the occulted
regions are blueshifted and the bump is located in the blue
wing of the CCF

DI

. The fit to this distorted CCF
DI

with a
Gaussian profile thus yields a RV centroid that is redshifted
with respect to the Keplerian RV of the star (blueshifted
when the planet transits the stellar hemisphere rotating
away from the observer). The amplitude of this anomalous
shift depends on the amplitude of the bump, i.e. on both
the planet-to-star radius ratio, and the contrast and width
of the intrinsic local CCF behind the planet.

Both the velocimetric and tomographic analysis of the
RM e↵ect assume a constant shape for the local CCF

loc

across the stellar disk (e.g., Ohta et al. 2005, Collier
Cameron et al. 2010), yet the case of WASP-8b show that
the local contrast in particular can vary significantly along
the transit chord (Sect. 4). An increase in the CCF

loc

con-
trast increases the amplitude of the planet bump in the
CCF

DI

, resulting in a larger RV deviation to the Keplerian
curve (and vice versa for a contrast decrease). In a veloci-
metric analysis of the RM e↵ect, the planet will thus appear

Fig. 4. Contrast (upper panel) and FWHM (lower panel)
of the local CCF

loc

from the planet-occulted regions, as a
function of orbital phase. A significant decrease in contrast
occurs along the transit chord, while the FHWM remains
stable overall. The solid horizontal lines correspond to the
contrast and FWHM of the disk-integrated CCF

DI

mea-
sured outside of the planet transit. Vertical dotted lines
indicate the planet contacts. The grey line in the upper
panel shows our best fit for the local contrast, assuming it
varies linearly from the pole to the equator of the star.

to be occulting regions farther away from the projected stel-
lar spin axis than it is in reality. In the case of WASP-8b,
the planet transits the redshifted half of the stellar disk for
a short time before occulting its blueshifted half (Sect. 3.2),
which results in a small blueshifted RV anomaly at the be-
ginning of the transit followed by a larger redshifted RV
anomaly, as detected by Queloz et al. (2010). Yet, because
the contrast of the CCF

loc

decreases steadily during the
transit (Fig. 4), we argue that the planet is closer to the
spin axis at the beginning of the transit, and farther away
toward the end of the transit, than derived from the veloci-
metric analysis of Queloz et al. (2010). If correct, this would
have led Queloz et al. (2010) to underestimate the absolute
value of the sky-projected obliquity, which is in agreement

with our measurement of � = -143.0+1.6

�1.5

�
larger by more

than 4� from the Queloz et al. (2010) value (-123.0+3.4

�4.4

�
).

We also argue that the variation in local contrast biased

their RM-derived estimation of v
eq

sin i
?

(1.59+0.08

�0.09

km s�1)
by ⇠3�. It is interesting to note that our value for v

eq

sin i
?

= 1.90±0.05 km s�1 is consistent with their spectroscopic
value (2.0±0.6 km s�1) derived from the fit of the stellar
Fe I lines in the HARPS spectra. In conclusion, variations
in the shape of the local CCF

loc

cannot be detected in the
traditional velocimetric analysis of the RM e↵ect, despite
clearly leading to strong biases in the derived properties.
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•Stellar properties impact planet properties
•Stellar surface phenomena alter RVs and LCs

•Impacts planet detection/confirmation/characterisation 
•Need to diagnose stellar noise and disentangle

•Stars can alter close-in planets and vice versa

•…but exoplanet observations feed the other way
•Use planets as probes of stellar astrophysics
•Study planetary evolution/dynamics

Know thy star, know thy planet

Summary

H. M. Cegla


